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BDP - Your Best Destination Partner is one of the leading Destination Management Companies in
Denmark and Sweden. We are highly specialized in professional handling of custom-made incentive
programs, corporate meetings, product launches, and creative events, conferences & congress
services and cruise handling.
The history of BDP (former Bennett Destination Partners) dates back to 1850 when the Englishman
Thomas Bennett began to arrange tours in the Norwegian fiords and eventually expanded his
business interests to Denmark, Sweden and Norway.
Our professional teams of planners are experienced, skilled and are continuously trained to keep up
our top quality service in order to ensure that your arrangement becomes a success in every way.
Over the years we have handled a large number of successful incentives, events and international
meetings.
Copenhagen is buzzing with life
The destination management company BDP captures the spirit of beekeeping and has signed a
sponsorship with Copenhagen CityBee Association. The cooperation creates an unique opportunity
for tourist and businesses to experience Copenhagen in a different way and learn about
environment, business and society.
Copenhagen, June 2012:
BDP has signed a sponsorship with Copenhagen CityBee Association and adopted 140.000 bees at
Carlsberg Brewery. Copenhagen CityBee Association is a non-profit organization, which has
established an urban honey factory, where homeless and refugees take care of the three million
bees. They provide education on nature and the environment and they are dedicated to making a
lasting, inclusive contribution to a greener and more sustainable city. Hanne Nehmar, CEO at BDP is
enthusiastic about the cooperation: "At BDP we give high priority to create arrangements relying on
green and sustainable values. Partnering with Copenhagen CityBee Association gives BDP the
opportunity to create educational and green tours for tourists and businesses visiting Copenhagen,
where they can get insight into the honeybee's special world and learn about environment, business
and society – and of course taste the city."
A green city:
The CityBee project is not the only green and sustainable initiative in Copenhagen. The capital city is
a frontrunner when it comes to the environment. The city plans to become the world's first CO2
neutral capital by 2025. And from 2007-2011 Copenhagen was appointed to be the World's first Bike
City by the International Cycling Union (UCI). The city also holds the world record when it comes to
consumption of organic food products.
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